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20 The weighted path graph
In Theorem 18 we proved that the eigenvectors of the path graph, Pn, have the formula

 k(a) = cos

✓
⇡(k � 1)a

n
� ⇡(k � 1)

2n

◆
.

As such, one can show that  k changes sign exactly k � 1 times. We also observed this
phenomenon, empirically, in Figures 9 and 10.

In fact, this result holds for weighted path graphs too! In Figure 22 we plot the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th eigenvectors of a weighted path graph with random weights and with n = 10
vertices; Figure 23 plots the 8th, 9th, and 10th eigenvectors of the same weighted path graph.
We can see they are “deformed” versions of the unweighted path graph, but nevertheless,
they change sign the same number of times.

Figure 22: The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th eigenvectors of a weighted path graph on n = 10 vertices.

Let us now work towards proving this result. We will begin with a simple result, which
will help motivate the one that comes next.

Theorem 29. If A is an n ⇥ n positive semi-definite matrix, then so is BABT for every
n⇥ n matrix B.

Proof. For any x 2 Rn, we have

xTBABTx = (BTx)A(BTx) � 0 ,

since A is positive semi-definite.
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Figure 23: The 8th, 9th, and 10th eigenvectors of a weighted path graph on n = 10 vertices.

Now we will generalize this result.

Theorem 30 (Sylvester’s Law of Inertia). Let A be a real-valued, symmetric matrix and B
be an invertible matrix. Then the matrix BABT has the same number of positive, negative,
and zero eigenvalues as A.

Proof. We first note that A and BABT have the same rank (remember, B is invertible),
and so they have the same number of zero eigenvalues.

Let us prove that A has at least as many positive eigenvalues as BABT . To that end, let
�1 � �2 � · · · � �k > 0 be the positive eigenvalues of BABT with eigenvectors y1, . . . ,yk.
Let Yk be the span of these eigenvectors,

Yk := span{y1, . . . ,yk} .

Now define Sk as
Sk := span{BTy1, . . . ,B

Tyk} .
Since B is invertible, dim(Sk) = k. Let ↵1 � ↵2 � · · · � ↵n be the eigenvalues of A. Using
the Courant-Fischer Theorem (Thoerem 3) and Lemma 4, we have

↵k = max
S✓Rn

dim(S)=k

min
x2S
x 6=0

xTAx

xTx
� min

x2Sk
x 6=0

xTAx

xTx
= min

y2Yk
y 6=0

yTBABTy

yTBBTy
= min

y2Yk
y 6=0

P
k

i=1 �i|hy,yii|2

kBTyk2 > 0 .

Thus A has at least k positive eigenvalues. Similarly, one can prove that A has at least as
many negative eigenvalues as BABT . The proof is therefore complete.

Remark 17. In your homework you were asked to prove that BAB�1 has the same eigen-
values as A. In the above, the matrix BABT is not similar to A, rather it is congruent;
that is, we have applied a change of basis to A.

Before we can prove that the kth eigenvector of a weighted path graph will change sign
k � 1 times, we need one more lemma. In the following lemma we will consider weighted
path graphs with negative edge weights, and their corresponding graph Laplacian matrices.
While this may seem strange, we will see its usefulness shortly.
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Lemma 31. Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted path graph that can have negative (but not
zero) weights w(a� 1, a) (2  a  n), and let L be the graph Laplacian of G:

L =
nX

a=2

w(a� 1, a)LGa�1,a . (25)

Then L has one zero eigenvalue, the number of negative eigenvalues of L equals the number
of negative edge weights, and the number of positive eigenvalues of L equals the number of
positive edge weights.

Proof. Recall,

xTLx =
nX

a=2

w(a� 1, a)(x(a)� x(a� 1))2 .

We will make a change of variables to diagonalize L. To that end, for any x 2 Rn define
y 2 Rn as

y(a) =

⇢
x(1) a = 1
x(a)� x(a� 1) 2  a  n

.

Clearly we have

x(a) =
aX

b=1

y(b) .

Therefore, if we set B to be the lower triangular matrix with all ones on the diagonal and
all ones in the lower triangle, i.e.,

B =

0

BBBBB@

1 0 0 · · · 0
1 1 0 · · · 0
1 1 1 · · · 0
...

...
... . . . ...

1 1 1 · · · 1

1

CCCCCA

then
x = By .

Clearly B has full rank, and so, by Sylvester’s Law of Inertia (Theorem 30), we know that
BTLB has the same number of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues as L. Furthermore,
since y(a) = x(a)� x(a� 1) for 2  a  n and x = By,

yTBTLBy =
nX

a=2

w(a� 1, a)y(a)2 .

We see that the quadratic form of BTLB has no cross terms. Therefore, BTLB is a diagonal
matrix and

BTLB(a, a) =

⇢
0 a = 1
w(a� 1, a) 2  a  n

.
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Thus BTLB has one zero eigenvalue and the weights of the path graph are its other eigen-
values. Since BTLB has the same number of zero, negative, and positive eigenvalues as L,
the result follows immediately.

Now we are at last ready to state our result on the weighted path graph.

Theorem 32. Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted path graph on n vertices. Let L be its graph
Laplacian with eigenvalues 0 = �1 < �2 < · · · < �n, and let  k be the kth eigenvector
of L with eigenvalue �k. If  k(a) 6= 0 for all a 2 V , then there are exactly k � 1 edges
(a� 1, a) 2 E for which  k(a� 1) k(a) < 0.

Proof. Let  k denote the diagonal n ⇥ n matrix with  k on its diagonal. Consider the
matrix:

A =  k(L� �kI) k .

The matrix L��kI has one zero eigenvalue and k�1 negative eigenvalues. Since  k(a) 6= 0
for all a 2 V , the matrix  k is invertible; note also,  T

k
=  k. Thus, by Sylvester’s Law of

Inertia (Theorem 30), we know that A has one zero eigenvalue and k�1 negative eigenvalues
as well.

I now claim that

A =
nX

a=2

w(a� 1, a) k(a� 1) k(a)LGa�1,a . (26)

If (26) is true, we are nearly finished. Indeed, compare (26) with (25). We see that A is the
graph Laplacian of a second weighted path graph with weights w(a � 1, a) k(a � 1) k(a)
over the edges in the path. Since A has k � 1 negative eigenvalues, Lemma 31 says this
second weighted path graph must have k � 1 negative edge weights. Since w(a � 1, a) > 0,
it must be that  k(a � 1) k(a) < 0 over k � 1 edges (a � 1, a) 2 E. That completes the
proof, aside from verifying (26), which we will do in the next lecture.
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